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I wish to discuss two recent spectroscopic applications of the bag model. 

The first is a study of the place of multiquark (14) states (exotics and crypto- 

exotics) in meson and baryon spectroscopy. The second is an attempt by Claudio 

Rebbi and (from a more phenomenological standpoint) by Tom DeGrand and my- 

self to sort out the P-wave baryon excitations in a bag model. Before describing 

this work I would like to take some pains to compare the bag-quark model with 

more conventional quark models. Otherwise it will not be apparent why we go to 

great effort to confront problems which quark enthusiasts have generally dis- 

missed out of hand. 

The bag model began with little reference to spectroscopy. ‘. Our concern 

was to construct a relativistic theory consistent with the parton model and with 

the apparent permanent confinement of quarks:, Only later did we learn that very 

light, weakly interacting but permanently confined quarks might be consistant 

with at least the low end of the hadron spectrum. 2,3 The quark model, on the 

other hand, began as a spectroscopic mnemonic but has been taken progressively 

more seriously over the years. Many of the features which were puzzling but 

forgivable when it was a mnemonic have become embarassments for a theory. 

Most notably the generally accepted quark model4 (GAQM) is rooted in nonrela- 

tivistic potential theory rather than relativistic field theory. Its remarkable 

phenomenological succ&s is intimately connected with some of these theoretically 

embarassing features. A model like the bag, which is more closely related to 

relativistic field theory, will either fail phenomenologically or mimic (“explain”) 

the GA&M often through some subtle effect not apparent at first glance. So far 

we have examples of both possibilities. 
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Let me review the motivation for the bag theory in order to understand the 

origin of its spectroscopic predictions. Bjorken scaling requires that the mass 

scale which characterizes quarks and their interactions be less than (generously) 

a GeV. Quarks cannot be very heavy-in the sense of the old quark model-and 

their interactions must be negligible at distances less than about .3 fm. The 

forces which confine quarks must be long range. They must confine not only 

quarks’but also all states with triality not equal to zero. All this can be accom- 
Ijlished by adding a single term to the hadron stress tensor5 

T 
PV -gpvB).es 

Here To 
W 

is the conventional stress tensor of any relativistic quantum field theory. 

gPV 
B has the form of a pressure (goo= -1, B > 0). B is a universal constant. 

Such a field theory cannot be defined over all space, since the total energy, 

I d3xToo, would diverge. Hence the function OS, which is 1 inside some region 

(the bag) defined by a spatial surface S and zero outside. Equations of motion 

and boundary conditions follow from demanding conservation of four momentum: 

$TPv=O.l Th e c assical theory is Lorentz invariant. 1 The fields which enter 

TO 
WJ 

are defined only over the interior of the bag, much like the phonon field is 

defined only over a crystal lattice:‘ 

If we let To 
PV 

be the stress tensor describing light, colored quarks weakly 

coupled ala Yang-Mills to massless, colored, vector mesons, then all the 

desederata of the previous paragraph are achieved: Only triality zero (color 

singlet) solutions exist. Hadrons are extended structures characterized by a 

length B -l/4 -1fm.1’21 The quarks inside are weakly coupled at distances of the 

order 1 fm. Bjorken scaling is obtained. 6 The asymptotically free character of 

the Yang-Mills theory7 guarantees that the coupling only gets weaker at shorter 

distances. 

Most importantly, the hadron states still exist in the limit g-0 (g being the 

gauge coupling constant). The long-range confining forces are provided by B, 
not g. It therefore makes sense to calculate hadron properties order by order in 

g, where zeroeth order is not a free field theory but instead an extended system 

with rich structure. 6f course the value of g determined by phenomena must 

turn out small enough to be consistent with a perturbative expansion. 

The problem with this theory, and with every nontrivial nonlinear field 

theory, is that it cannot be solved classically, much less quantized. Most of 

the applications of the bag have relied on a semiclassical quantization of a set of 

spherical solutions in three dimensions. Recent work by Rebbi, 8 though, 
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includes small excursions from the spherical configuration and has, important 

phenomenological consequences discussed below. 

Once this approximation is accepted a quark model follows directly. 3 Itis 

not, how”ever, the GAQM. It differs in the following essential ingredients. 
’ First, it is impossible to formulate a quark model from the bag theory 

unless the quarks are very light. 9 Colored hadrons simply do not exist in the 

bag theory and in color singlet states there are no super strong (confinement 

related) interactions between the quarks 10 to cancel the quark masses. The 
mass of a hadron is the sum of the quark masses, their kinetic energies, the 

bag energy BV and small (-25%) corrections from gluon exchange etc. Given the 

momentum required by the uncertainty principle ( 
2.04 R <P<.ll R for a massless 

(2.04) or very heavy (r) quark confined to a sphere of radius R 1 there is no room 

in a hadron of mass 1 GeV and radius 1 fm for much quark mass. 

Support for light quarks has been accumulating for many years. Perhaps the 

most convincing evidence is the success of chiral SU(2) x SU(2). l1 While no one 

has successfully incorporated chiral symmetry in a quark model it seems clear 

that massless quarks are a precondition. Closer to home, support comes from 

the relativistic corrections to gA/gv (gA/gv = 5/3 in the nonrelativistic quark 

mode14). It is sensitive to the lower components of the quark spinor. As the 

quark mass drops so does gA/gv. 12 This is illustrated in Figure 1 with the bag- 

quark model calculation. The relativistic correction to the kinetic energy is also 

shown. Reasonable values of gA/gv select relativistic regimes. Parenthetically 

2.5 

2.0 
Relativistic Correction 

/‘to Kinetic Energy 
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a & . 

Figure 1. gA/gV and the relativistic correction to a quark’s 
kinetic energy, both plotted as functions of the 
ratio of the quark’s mass to its momentum. 
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it should be noted that gA is not pion pole dominated so that this is a separate 

issue from the failure of chiral symmetry in quark models with heavy quarks. 

The phenomenological price of massless (or light) quarks is high. Appar- 

ently the SU(6) x O(3) static classification scheme is lost-x and 3 are not sepa- 

rately good quantum numbers. Furthermore the small L. S splittings of baryon 

multiplets as conventionally assigned 13 to the L=l [70] argue against light 

quarks. 1 major task for light quark enthusiasts is to resurrect the spectro- 

scopic classification scheme of the GAQM in a relativistic context. 

A second unconventional feature of the bag-quark model is,the possibility of 

excitations of quarks relative to the bag. Dynamically the bag acts like a very 
heavy scalar object to which the quarks are bound. Being very heavy we do not 

observe dynamical excitations of the object itself but detect it by the presence of 

quark excitations relative to it. The archtype for such states is a group of 

P-wave baryons with the quantum numbers of an L=l [56]. 

This problem will arise in any field theoretic description of hadrons. 14 

Field theories inherently contain many (infinite) numbers of degrees of freedom. 

The idea that a baryon consists of 3 quarks emerges only in a static, nonrela- 

tivistic limit. In a more conventional field theory the bag would be replaced by 

some self consistent field generated by the quarks and gluons. Clearly an exci- 

tation of the quarks relative to the collective coordinates defining the self- 

consistent field is possible. The presence of low lying states with funny quantum 

numbers will be a headache for anyone attempting a relativistic field-theoretic 

description of hadrons. 

A third departure from the GAQM is a boon to calculation. There need be no 

very strong forces between quarks to obtain confinement. It has always been a 

puzzle why quark model estimates of static moments (gA/gv, pP/pN, etc. ) and 

transition amplitudes 13 remain unrenormalized in the presenc’e of strong con- 

fining forces. The bag-quark model provides a possible explanation for this. 

We can go one step further and calculate processes first order in gluon exchange. 

Surprisingly we find much of the spin structure within the lowest multiplets is 

successfully described by lowest order perturbation theory. 

Keeping in mind i&se distinctions I will review the quark-bag model and 

then turn to its applications. Since the model has been described extensively 
elsewhere3’ 15’ l6 I will be exceedingly brief. The up and down quarks are 

massless. 17 The strange quark has a small mass, ms. The mass of a hadron 

receives contributions from four terms. First the quark energy, determined by 

its rest mass and bag boundary conditions. The quark energy (in units of the 
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bag radius) is given in Figure 2 for the 

three lowest eigenmodes S 
18 l/2’ pl/2 

and P3,,2. Second is the bag energy, 

BV, repfesenting, if you wish, the 

energy stored in the self-consistent 

confining fields. Third is a phenomen- 

ological estimate of the zero point en- 

ergy generated by fields fluctuating in 
a finite region of space. 19 

So far the spectrum of even the low- 

est states looks only vaguely like reality. 

Eigenstates are diagonal in the number 

of strange quarks (n,). Hadron masses 

go approximately like the 3/4 power of 

the number of quarks. This situation is 

shown in Figure 3. Notice not only the 

poor description of the S-wave baryons 
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Figure 2. Energy as a function of 
mass (both scaled by the bag 
radius) for the three lowest 
quark modes. 

(Q3) and mesons (Q$) but also the large numbers of light, perhaps stable, Q2Q2 
states only a fraction of which are shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 

9 

K* 

PW 

K 

3. Hadron splittings: The first are those induced 
by giving the S-quark a mass 280 MeV; the 
second are produced by gluon interactions. Not 
all Q2g2 states are shown. 
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The inclusion of the first order corrections 

xp due to the exchange of colored gluons improves 

A; xs; the situation immensely. To lowest order only 

the Born graph of Figure 4a and the self energy 

A; of Figure 4b contribute. Only Ihe static magnetic 

i j i contribution is important: 20 

(2, (b) 
L 

2973 A2 

Figure 4. Lowest order gluon 

(1) 

exchange. q(x) is the color (a=l, 2. . . 8) magnetic field of 

the ith quark. In Reference 3 this integral was 21 evaluated 

Eg = Az M(miR,mjR) (2) 

M(miR, mjR) is the result of an integral over Dirac wave functions given in Figure 

3 of Reference 3. Ti and h: are the spin and color SU(3) matrices of the ith quark. 

Equation (2) has a form reminiscent of the exchange interactions of nuclear 

physics. The effect on the spectrum (S-waves only) is also shown in Figure 3. 

The color matrices which appear in Equation (2) are essential in ordering the 

spectrum consistent with reality. 22 Without them the nucleon would be heavier 

than the A and the A heavier than the 2. 

The model has four parameters-B, cyc (g2/4n), ms and z. 
i3 -which were 

fit to the masses of the N, A, fi and W. The rest of the S-wave states (the l/2+ 

octet, 3/2+ decuplet, O- and l- nonets) are well fitted, except for the q and 77’ 

which no one is certain how to treat in a quark model and the r which is probably 

too light to be treated semiclassically. Wherever relativistic effects enter they 

improve matters3 (gA/gv for the entire octet; pA/pN, etc.). ‘So far SU(6) struc- 

ture is preserved-the lightest baryons are a [56] ; the lightest mesons, a [36] - 

though it’s not the usual SU(6). This SU(6) is generated bjr flavor SU(3) and the 

SU(2) of relativistic j=1/2 S-wave quarks (which is not spin). Having completed 

this brief review let me, turn to the recent work on spectroscopy. 

I. Multiquark Hadrons i 

The bag model may be used to shed some light on the old problem of exotics. 

Most of the distinctions between it and the GAQM are irrelevant for this discus- 

sion. The advantage of the bag is that it provides more dynamical information. 

Effects which would be lost in a maze of reduced matrix elements in a more 

general approach stand out clearly in the bag. 
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In the bag model the mass of a hadron increases roughly in proportion to the 

total number of quarks it contains. It was realized long ago that Coulomb-like 

(electric) color forces saturate. 24 That is, there are no strong, confinement 

related forces between color singlet mesons and baryons. There are however -h 
color-magnetic forces. Two color-singlet hadrons sitting side by side are not an 

. eiienstate of the magnetic gluon exchange operator of Equation.(2). They can 

exchange a gluon becoming‘in the process color octets (still coupled to an overall 

color singlet). This force mixes and splits multiquark states. Since the spin 

splittings among Q3 baryons and Q@mesons are a substantial fraction of their 

masses, the splittings induced among Q2Q2 mesons, Q4Q baryons, etc. should 

be spectroscopically important. Occasionally one might expect a multiquark state 
to lose so much energy as to be bound relative to the decay into normal (Q3 or 

Q$) hadr ons . The problem of exotics becomes one of finding the eigenstates of 

Equation (2). 

We proceed exactly as we did in the QB and Q3 sectors. 25 There are no 

new parameters or approximations. The results are surprising and encouraging. 

There are a set of Hund’s rules which may be distilled from Equation (2). These 

work to suppress the spectroscopic importance of multiquark states even though 

they are not elevated to very great masses. 

For the sake of discussion we ignore the dependence of M in Equation (2) on 

quark masses. Then the color-spin 26 operator may be rewritten in terms of 
Casimir operators of color (SU(3)c), spin (SU(2)) and colorspin (SU(6)cs ), which 

is the SU(6) generated by SU(3)cx SU(2): 

SM Eg= R -&&ot+l) 

+$SQPQ+l) + C,(Q) -C,(Q) 

t + ; SiJ (Sg+ 1) + C,(Q) - C,(Q)] 
C6 and C3 are the quad&tic Casimirs of SU(3) and SU(6) respectively. 27 The 
Casimirs of colorspin dominatd Equation (3). They are generally much larger 
than those of spin or color. For a given number of quarks and antiquarks (Qmqn) 
the lowest lying multiplet obeys the following rules: 

1. The quarks and antiquarks are separately coupled to the largest 

possible representation (hence Casimir) of colorspin. 

2. The colorspin Casimir of the total system (quarks plus antiquarks) 

is minimized. 
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These rules make multiquark states relatively elusive. The quarks must be 

antisymmetrized in colorspin and flavor. Large colorspin representations (with 

large Casimirs) are as symmetric as .possible. 
28 Antisymmetry requires a con- 

jugate representation for flavor, as antisymmetric as possible. With the noted 
exception28 the state of lowest energy places the quarks in a 2 or 2 of flavor. The 
same amlies to the antiquarks. Consequently the entire system is a flavor nonet. 

Therefore the ground states of Q2q2 and Q4Q are not exotic, they are nonets. 

They may be misclassified as conven- 
tional QQ or Q3 states. Exotics are 

heavier, further above threshold for 

decay to (Q@(QQ) or Q3(Q8)) and 
therefore very broad if indeed they are 

resonant at all. 

Furthermore the ground state no- 
2-2 4- nets of Q. Q and Q Q contain more 

than their share of strange quarks. 

The weight diagrams and quark con- 

tent for these multiplets is shownin 

Figure 5. Notice the ss pairs, which 

appear when many quarks are forced 

. - into small SU(3)f representations. 

Because of the SE pairs the nonstrange 

members of ground state multiplets of 
2-2 QQ and Q4q are heavier than one 

would expect from their quantum num- 

bers above (with the exception of ucda 
which lies just where we want it). 

They couple to channels with strange 
quarks which are harder to see exper- 

imentally. 

I have discussed the lowest Q2q2 

meson multiplet extensively else- 

where. 25 A case can be made on the 

basis of calculated masses and decay 

couplings that the lightest O+-mesons 

(e(650), S*(993), 6(976), K) are Q2Q2 
states. The P-wave Qq O+-mesons 
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(b) Q46 NONET 298OAl 

Figure 5. The quark content of Q2q2 
and Q4$ nonets. 
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would have to lie elsewhere. Perhaps the recent observation 29 of a 0+-isovector 

at 1255 MeV and the reported E’ (1240) 
30 signal the appearance of this multiplet. 

Since this is a baryon conference let me focus on the lightest Q4a cryptoexotic 

nonet and^its heavier exotic siblings. ‘ 
The masses of the states in the Q4g l/2--nonet are estimated to be (in MeV): 

1350 < M(A5) M M( Z5) < 1450 

1600 < M(N5) NN M(z5) < 1700 

1800 < M(A;) < 1900 

The superscript s denotes the octet singlet mixture with udsss quark content. The 

uncertainty is theoretical: the vagaries of the spin and color couplings of the four 

quarks have yet to be worked out exactly. These will split the A5 from the Z5. 

The decays of these states should be dominated by S-wave channels into 

which the baryon merely falls apart. The complete recoupling calculation 

(Q4Q -c Q3(QG)) has yet to be performed. The flavor recoupling has been done 

and the color-spin recoupling should be dominated by pseudoscalar color singlet- 

l/2 +-color singlet channels. 31 

N5=+K-+AK- ;Nqs 
J 

q. and q, are short hand for l/& (uiii-da) and slE;’ respectively. The physical 17 

and 7’ are linear combinations of no and 7,. 

A thorough phenomepological analysis of these states has not yet been 

attempted. Only the A5 and 25 should be prominant. The N5 does not couple to 

nN but is broad into ZK and Nn (unless it is lighter than we think). The A: doesn’t 

couple to m and is broad into obscure channels. The z, is broad. Where are 

the A5 and Z5 ? States with the right quantum numbers lie nearby (A(1405), 

A(1670), 2 (1620), etc.). These states are currently classified as Q3 P-waves. 

If we classify known Y*‘s as Q4g, additional Y*‘s are needed to fill out SU(3) 

multiplets in the L=l [70]. 
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’ The lightest exotics are heavier than the l/2--nonet. The lighter Z*‘s pre- 

dicted by the bag model are: 

z*(I=o) f- M M 1706 MeV couples to KN 

Z”(I=l) ; 1850 5 M 5 1950 couples to KN 

Z”(I=l) ;- 1700 5 M 2 1850 couples to KA 

Better estimates of the masses and fall-apart decay couplings of these states 

awaits more powerful group theory techniques for the color x spinx flavor couplings 

of Q4Q. 

So far I have argued that S-wave multiquark hadrons are spectroscopically 
elusive because 

1. For most28 Qm@ configurations, the lightest multiplet is not 

exotic (and may therefore be misclassified as QQ or Q’). 

2. Many states of the lightest QmQn multiplet are heavier and 

coupled to more obscure channels than expected on the basis 

of quantum numbers above; because of their s-quark enrichment. 

It would help greatly if we knew more about the dynamics of production and 

decay of multiquark states. Two questions immediately come to mind. First, if 

resonance formation is peripheral 32 then high mass S-wave Q4& states will be 
suppressed. As an estimate assume 8% PR. P is the center of mass momentum, 

R is about 1 fm. 32 For S-waves we require P 5 200 MeV or M(Q4$) 5 1500 MeV 

for KN scattering. The Z*‘s listed above would be somewhat suppressed. 

The second question is more basic. Are these states resonant at all? Con- 

sider the Q2q2 mesons. The lowest Q2G2 bag state available to two pions (in an 
I=0 S-wave) is at 650 MeV, about 350 MeV above the combined rest masses of the 

two pions. One might interpret this semiclassical calculation as indicating a 

repulsive interaction in this channel, leading one to expect a negative phase shift. 

However the 650 MeV state also has substantial coupling to 7777 where it would 
t 

appear to represent an attractive interaction. The effects of unitarity cannot be 

neglected. Perhaps the big calculations should be interpreted as input to some 
c 

multichannel unitarjzation scheme. 

Much work remains to be done to understand better the resonant parameters 

and dynamics of multiquark states, to look for elusive states in experiment and 

to distinguish between alternative classifications of known states. 
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II. P-Wave Baryons 

The distinctions between the bag and the GAQM become clear when the first 

baryon excitation is studied. Suppose we ignore the bag’s desire to deform when 

- -P-wave codes are occupied. Then the lowest negative parity baryons are either 

s;,2pl,2 Or ‘$2 P , where the labels refer to modes in a spherical cavity. 3/2 
The recipe for hadron masses may be applied 33 to these configurations in the 

same manner as to the ground state S3 l/2’ All of the difficulties prefigured in the 

first part of the talk appear on schedule: 

1. The resultant states are members of both an L=l [70] and an L=l [56]. 

SU(6) xO(3j is broken by relativity and gluon exchange so it is not 

possible to identify bag states with GAQM states. In any case there 

is no sign that one set (hopefully the [70]) lies generally lower than 

another set (hopefully the [56]). 

2. The L-S splittings are too large and the entire multiplet (S2 
2 P 

l/ZP1/2 
and Sl,2 3,2) is too light. Figure 2 anticipates this: for massless 

quarks the P l/2-‘312 splitting is 40% of the S-P splitting, while the 

S-P splitting is only 70% of the energy of a single S-wave quark. 

The first difficulty has recently been (partially) resolved by Rebbi. 8 He has 

shown that a more sophisticated treatment of the bag model mimics the nonrela- 

tivistic classification scheme of the GAQM. When small bag deformations are 

included he finds that the L=l [56] of Reference 33 is promoted to higher energy 

while the states of the L=l [70] remain more orless where they were. His work 

is not quantitatively successful-the L=l [56] is not elevated enough to eliminate 

it from experimental detection, nor do the L=l [70] states all lie where they 

should-but it strongly suggests that it is possible for a relativistic, field- 

theoretic quark model to mimic the nonrelativistic classification scheme of the 

GAQM. 

Rebbi linearizes the bag equations about the static spherical configuration. 

This approximation becymes exact in the limit that the number of S 1,2-qu=ks 
approaches infinity with a fixed number of P-quarks. The case of interest (2 S- 

quarks, 1 P-quark) comes close enough to the limit for theorists if not for exper- 

imentalists. The soliton fervor of the past few years has taught us to expect zero- 

frequency modes among the small oscillations about static solutions of nonlinear 

field theories. 34 These represent translations: one of the infinitesimal P-wave 

(dipole) deformations of a sphere is not a deformation at all but instead a uniform 

infinitesimal translation of the ground state. Such a “deformatiorYV gives rise to 

no restoring force-it has the same energy as the ground state. 
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Rebbi’s spectrum therefore contains an L=l [56] degenerate with the L=O [56] 

ground state. This L=l [56] is not a new state of the system but merely the 

infinitesimally translated ground state. Physical L=l [56] excitations are heavier. 

This may be understood by the following simple minded (but essentially correct) 

argument. 8 The cavity wave functions (1s l/2 ’ “3/2’ IP1/2’ 2s1/29 etc. ) form 

a complete set. The translation mode may therefore be written as a linear com- 

bfnatiocof L=l [56] cavity eigenstates. As expected the lowest cavity L=l [56] 

dominates. The first “real” L=l [56] in Rebbi’s calculation overlaps principally 

with higher cavity L=l 56 multiplets and is therefore heavier. The situation is 

illustrated schematically in Figure 6. Rebbi’s L=l [70] is unaffected by this 
phenomenon. He finds states of the 

first L=l [70] in the vicinity of 1400 

MeV, while states of the first L=l [56] 

are at about 1700 MeV. 35 

DeGrand3’ has revised the calcu- 

lations of Reference 33 in light of 

Rebbi’s observation. He writes the 

states of the L=l [70] in the S$2P3j2, 

S$2P 1,2 basis. According to Rebbi 

the [70] may be reliably estimated 

using the spherical cavity wave func- 

tions and Hamiltonian. DeGrand then 
diagonalizes the cavity Hamiltonian in 

the L=l [70] basis. The lightest physi- 

cal L=l [56] lies higher but cannot be 

reliably treated with cavity techniques. 

DeGrand’s spectrum looks more like 

the known light negative parity baryons 

than that of Reference 33 but the L-S 

splittings remain too large and the 

multiplet as a whole is too light. 

This is the second difficulty I 

2.0 

g 1.5 

1.0 
SPECTRUM 

+ L= I [ 561 
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Figure 6. 

..-.. 
SPECTRUM 

I98086 

Schematic comparison of 
Rebbi’s spectrum with that of 
a fixed cavity. The arrows 
denote overlap of Rebbi’s 
states with cavity eigenstates. 
Multiplets are denoted by 
hatching rather than sharp 
lines to emphasize internal 
splittings. 

mentioned. A glance back at Figure 2 C 
puts the problem in,perspective. For m=O the P3,2-P.l,2 splitting is nearly as 

large as eithers’ splitting from the S-wave. To reduce this L-S splitting one 

would like to increase the quark mass. On the other hand as the quark mass is 

increased the distinction between S and P waves disappears and the L=l [70] 
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descends even further relative to the L=O [56]. Something else must be happening. 

Either the L-S splittings of very light quarks are for some reason suppressed or 

the excitation spacing of heavy quarks is for some reason enhanced. 

It is_r)ossible that a careful treatment of gluon interactions and zero point 

fluctuations in the context of Rebbi’s small deformation approximation will mimic 

this behavior. But that is a very hard calculation. At the moment this piece of 

the phenomenology remains, inexplicable from the viewpoint of the bag model. 

To conclude: the bag-quark model is well-defined if approximate. It can be 

used as a tool to study some problems (e. g. , multiquark states) which less well- 

defined schemes cannot handle. Many multiquark states may be obliterated by 

dynamical effects-e. g. , peripherality and unitarity-presently outside the scope 

of the bag model. Those tha.t are not should be seen. If so it will be necessary 

to revise conventional resonance classification schemes. If not, the model will 

be in trouble. 

So far the bag m.odel has only begun to shed some light on the puzzles of the 

GAQM. At least we can see an ordering: L=O [56], L=l [70], emerging from a 

dynamics which is neither nonrelativistic nor based on instantaneous two body 

interactions. Other quark model regularities-like the absence of large L-S 

splittings-remain, as yet, a mystery to us. 
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